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In this paper we study skew elements Rk and their commutators in a real
factor R, and prove that if R and S are real factors not of type I1 and I2 then
derived Lie algebras [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk] are isomorphic if and only if R and S
are *-isomorphic.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let B(H ) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex
Hilbert space H. A weakly closed real *-subalgebra R in B(H ) is called
a real von Neumann algebra if it contains the identity operator 1 and
R & iR=[0], where iR=[ix, x # R] [30]. Let ZR=[x # R: xy=yx for all
y # R] be the centre of R. If ZR consists of real multiples of 1, i.e., ZR=R1,
then R is said to be a real factor. Given a real von Neumann algebra R it
is easy to see that its self-adjoint elements Rs=[x # R, x*=x] form a
weakly closed Jordan algebra of self-adjoint operators, i.e., JW-algebra
[34] with respect to symmetrized product x b y=(xy+yx), while skew-
adjoint elements Rk=[x # R, x*=&x] form a real Lie algebra with
brackets [x, y]=xy&yx. Earlier [2] (see also [5, 31]) it was proved that
if R and S are real factors nonisomorphic to R, then JW-algebras Rs and
Ss are isomorphic if and only if R and S are (associative) *-isomorphic. In
this paper we shall consider a similar problem for Lie algebras Rk and Sk .
This problem turns out to be a special case of a more general algebraic
problem: letting R and S be simple or prime rings with involutions, can
every (Lie) isomorphism of [Rk , Rk] onto [Sk , Sk] be lifted to an
(associative) isomorphism of R onto S? Here the derived Lie ring [Rk , Rk]
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is the additive span of all commutators [x, y], where x, y # Rk ; it is a Lie
ideal in Lie ring Rk .
The above problem was solved for simple rings with involution of the
first kind by Martindale [11]. Generalizations for prime rings with involu-
tion of the first kind were obtained by Martindale [22] and for arbitrary
kind by Rosen [27]. But in the case of prime rings it is not possible in
general to extend a Lie isomorphism between [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk] to a
*-isomorphism between whole R and S. Moreover, there are examples of
prime rings with involution such that [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk] are Lie
isomorphic but R and S are not *-isomorphic. Concerning real von
Neumann algebras one can see that every real von Neumann algebra is
semiprime: it is prime if (but not only if) it is a real factor. Examples of
simple real factors are given by factors of type In (n<), II1 , and _-finite
type III [5].
In Section 2 we shall recall some basic notions concerning prime rings
(kinds of involutions, extended centroids, etc.) and show that the extended
centroid of a real factor coincides with R. We will prove that any real fac-
tor is a *-closed prime algebra over R with involution of the first kind.
Here we also recall pure algebraic results of Martindale and Rozen on Lie
isomorphisms of prime rings with involution.
In Section 3 we shall give two results on properties of a single linear
operator on a real Hilbert space H, which have interesting algebraic
applications. The first theorem says that any symmetric operator in B(H)
is a finite sum of squares of skew-symmetric operators in B(H) with coef-
ficients \1. This result extends to nonsimple rings B(H) a result of Baxter
[7] concerning simple rings with involution. The second theorem says that
any skew-symmetric operator from B(H) is commutator of two skew-sym-
metric operators from B(H). Both theorems are extended also to operators
on quaternionian Hilbert spaces.
In Section 4 we prove main results of the paper. Namely, if R and S
are real factors not of type I1 or I2 then derived Lie algebras [Rk , Rk]
and [Sk , Sk] are isomorphic if and only if R and S are *-isomorphic. In
particular, Rk and Sk are Lie isomorphic if and only if R and S are
*-isomorphic. Here we give also an application to Lie algebras of form
M:(&1)=[x # M, :(x)=&x], where : is a *-anti-automorphism of order
2 of a (complex) von Neumann algebra M [26]. It is proved that if : and
; are two *-anti-automorphisms of order 2 on an arbitrary factor M,
then Lie algebras M:(&1) and M;(&1) are isomorphic as complex Lie
*-algebras if and only if the *-anti-automorphisms : and ; are conjugate,
i.e., :=%&1;% for some *-automorphism % of M. This gives a complete
solution of a problem solved earlier for the case of real factors of type I,
II1 , or _-finite type III and also for injective factors on a separable Hilbert
space [5, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2].
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2. Extended Centroids of Real Factors:
Theorem on Isomorphisms of Prime Lie Rings
Let A be an associative algebra over a field F. Recall that A is said to
be semiprime if aRa=[0] implies a=0; A is said to be prime if aRb=[0]
implies a=0 or b=0. Following [9] we shall introduce a notion of an
extended centroid of A.
A partially defined centralizer (p.d.c.) on A is a linear operator f from A
into A such that dom( f ) (the domain of f ) is a (two-sided) ideal in A and
f (ab)=af (b), f (ba)=f (b) a for all a # A, and b # dom( f ). An essentially
defined centralizer (e.d.c.) on A is a p.d.c. with dom( f ) being an essential
ideal in A, i.e., dom( f ) & U{[0] for any nonzero ideal U in A. A partially
defined centralizer f is said to be maximal if there is no p.d.c. g on A, g{f,
extending f, i.e. with dom( f )/dom(g) and g(x)=f (x) for all x # dom( f ).
Proposition 2.1. Given any e.d.c. f on a semiprime algebra A there
exists a unique maximal e.d.c. f on A, extending f.
Proof. See [9, Proposition 1].
Now the main result of [9, Theorem 1] on extended centroids can be
stated as follows.
Proposition 2. Let A be a semiprime algebra. The set C(A) of all maxi-
mal e.d.c. on A equipped with the usual algebraic operations forms a von
Neumann regular commutative ring called the extended centroid of A.
Moreover, A is prime if and only if C(A) is a field.
If A is a prime algebra with involution x  x*, then one can consider
induced involution on the field C=C(A). The set C* of all symmetric
elements is also a field which is called the *-extended centroid of A.
Definition. A prime algebra A with involution over a field F is said to
be *-closed if C*=F, i.e., F is already the *-extended centroid of A.
We say that involution * on A is of the first kind if it induces the identity
involution on C, i.e., C*=C. Otherwise, * is of the second kind which
means that C contains a nonzero skew element ;, in this case
C=C*+;C*.
Let now R be a real von Neumann algebra. Its enveloping (complex)
von Neumann algebra M coincides with R+iR [29]. We refer the reader
to [33] for the general theory of von Neumann algebras. If a is a nonzero
element in a real or complex von Neumann algebra R then 0{aa* a # aRa,
thus every von Neumann algebra is semiprime. It is clear that a real or
complex von Neumann algebra is prime if and only if it has no central
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projection except 0 and 1; in the complex case this means exactly that R
is a factor, but a prime real von Neumann algebra is not necessarily a real
factor. In any case, factors are prime algebras. It is known [23] that the
extended centroid of a prime C*-algebra (in particular, of a complex
factor) coincides with the field C of complex numbers. Using this result we
shall obtain a similar one for real factors.
Proposition 2.3. For any real factor R the extended centroid C(R) coin-
cides with real numbers R. In particular, R is a *-closed prime algebra over
R with involution of the first kind.
Proof. Let M=R+iR be the complex envelope of R. Then M is a
complex factor and therefore C(M)=C. Let us show that C(R) can be
embedded as a subring of C(M). Let f # C(R), i.e., f : U  R is a maximal
e.d.c. on R, where U=dom( f ) is an essential ideal of R. Then U+iU is an
essential ideal of M. Indeed, given any nonzero ideal I in M the intersec-
tion I & R is a nonzero ideal in R (see the Proof of Proposition 2.7 in
[5]). Therefore U & (I & R){[0] since U is an essential ideal of R. Thus
(U+iU) & R#U & R#U & (I & R){[0],
i.e., U+iU is an essential ideal in M. Now e.d.c. f : U  R can be extended
by complex linearity to an operator f0 : U+iU  R+iR=M, which is
e.d.c. on M. By Proposition 2.1 f0 can be extended in a unique way to a
maximal e.d.c. f 0 . Thus the map f  f 0 is needed for embedding of C(R)
into C(M). Since C(M)=C, each element g # C(M) has a form g(x)=*x,
x # M, for some * # C. In particular, f 0(x0)=*0x for an appropriate *0 # C.
But f 0(R)=f (R)/R, i.e., *0 x # R for all x # R. Since R is real, i.e.,
R & iR=[0], we necessarily have that *0 # R, i.e., any f # C(R) is of the
form f (x)=*x, for some * # R. Therefore C(R)*=C(R)=R. In particular,
R is a *-closed prime algebra over R with involution of the first kind.
Q.E.D.
Now let A be an arbitrary algebra over a field F. It is said to be a PI-
algebra over F if it satisfies a polynomial identity, i.e., there exists a non-
zero polynomial f=f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn) over F such that f (a1 , a2 , ..., an)=0 for
all a1 , a2 , ..., an # A [27]. The main results of Martindale [22] or Rozen
[27] can be reformulated for simplicity as follows.
Theorem 2.4. Let R and S be *-closed prime algebras with involution of
the first kind over a field F of characteristic {2. Assume that
(a) neither R nor S is a PI-algebra over F.
(b) R contains three nonzero orthogonal symmetric idempotents
e1 , e2 , e3 such that e1+e2+e3=1.
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Set
Rij=eiRej , i, j=1, 2, 3, i{j ;
Ri=eiRei , i=1, 2, 3;
Mi=[Rk , Rk] & Ri, i=1, 2, 3
and suppose that
(c) ei # M i, i=1, 2, 3, where M i denotes the *-subalgebra in Ri
generated by Mi.
Let  be a Lie isomorphism between [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk]. Then there
exists a unique ‘‘related ’’ associative *-isomorphism 8 of W into S, where W
is the associative subalgebra of R generated by [Mi, Rij | i, j=1, 2, 3, i{j].
3. Symmetric and Skew-Symmetric Operators on Real Hilbert Spaces
In this section H will denote a real Hilbert space of dimension n,
1n, B(H) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. Then
B(H) is a real factor and therefore a prime involutive algebra, which is
simple if and only if n<. Baxter [7] proved that if R is a simple ring of
characteristic not 2 with an involution, which is more than 16-dimensional
over its center, then every symmetric element in R can be written as a sum
of squares of skew-symmetric elements of R with coefficients \1. In the
following theorem this result of Baxter is extended to the nonsimple ring
R=B(H).
Theorem 3.1. Let dim H=n>2 and A be a symmetric operator in B(H).
Then there are twelve skew-symmetric operators K1 , K2 , ..., K12 # B(H) such
that A=12i=1 =iK
2
i , where =i=\1, i=1, 2, ..., 12.
The main scheme of the proof was suggested by N. Azamov. In order to
prove Theorem 3.1 we need some preliminary results. Two lemmata below
reduce the general case to the case when H=L2(X, +), a real L2-space, and
the symmetric operator A coincides with M: , the operator of multiplica-
tion by a bounded real function : on X.
Lemma 1. Given any symmetric bounded linear operator A on a real
Hilbert space H, there exist a measure space (X, +), a bounded real function
: on X, and an orthogonal operator 0: H  L2(X, +) such that A=0&1M:0;
moreover, X may be identified with : ([&&A&, &A&], d_:), d_: are
Stieltjes measures, :(x)=x for all x # [&&A&, &A&].
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Proof. For complex H this is the well-known spectral theorem for self-
adjoint operators [25, Theorem VIII.4; 19, Chap. V.2, Theorems 9 and
10]. Its proof can be modified in a standard way to the case of real Hilbert
space and symmetric operators. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Let H be a real Hilbert space, A a symmetric operator on H,
H=: H: , A=: A: with A: a symmetric operator on H: . Suppose that
A:=ki=1 =
:
i K
2
:, i , with =
:
i =\1, K:, i the skew-symmetric operators on H:
for all i=1, ..., k, where k does not depend on :. Then
A= :
2k
i=1
=iK 2i ,
with =i=\1, Ki the skew-symmetric operators on H, i=1, ..., 2k.
Proof. Let =i=&1 for 1ik and =i=1 for all k+1i2k and put
Ki=
:
K$:, i , i=1, 2k,
where
K$:, i={K:, i ,0,
if =:i =&1
if =:i =+1
i=1, k
K$:, i={0,K:, i&k ,
if =:i&k=&1
if =:i&k=+1
i=k+1, 2k.
It is clear that Ki are skew-symmetric operators on H and
A= :
2k
i=1
=iK 2i . Q.E.D.
Lemma 3. Let (X, +) be a measure space, and f an essentially bounded
real function on X such that
(i) there exist disjoint measurable subsets S1 , S2 , N of X with
X=S1 _ S2 _ N ;
(ii) there is a measure-preserving transformation : of period 2 on X
with :(S1 )=S2 , :(S2)=S1 , :(N )=N ;
(iii) f (:(x))=f (x) for all x # X, and f (x)=0 for x # N.
Then the operator Mf on L2(X, +) can be represented as Mf=&K 21+K
2
2 ,
where K1 , K2 are skew-symmetric bounded operators on L2(X, +).
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Proof. First suppose that f (x)0, x # X. Then putting K2=0 and for
. # L2(X, +)
- f (x) .(:(x)), x # S1 ,
K1.(x)={&- f (x) .(:(x)), x # S2 ,0, x # N,
we obtain that Mf=&K 21=&K
2
1+K
2
2 .
In the general case, f=f+&f& with f+ , &f&0. The positive func-
tion f+ also satisfies the conditions (i)(iii) with S1 & [ f (x)>0],
S2 & [ f (x)>0], N _ [ f (x)0] instead of S1 , S2 , and N respectively.
Similarly, S1 & [ f (x)<0], S2 & [ f (x)<0], N _ [ f (x)0] satisfy (i)(iii)
for f&. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4. Let d_ be a (Stieltjes) measure on [a, b], with a _-monotone
increasing continuous function. Then any real function f (x) on [a, b], essen-
tially bounded with respect to d_, can be decomposed as f=f1+f2+f3 ,
where each fi satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.
Proof. Passing if necessary to the set E=[a, b]"[x # [a, b] | _y #
[a, b]: y<x, _( y)=_(x), or _(x)=b] we may assume that _ is strictly
monotone. Let [a, b]=I1 _ I2 _ I3 be a partition of [a, b] into sets
I1 , I2 , I3 with d_(I1)=d_(I2)=d_(I3) and I1<I2<I3 (i.e., x1<x2<x3 for
xi # Ii , i=1, 2, 3). Such a partition exists in view of the continuity of _.
Define mappings ;ij : Ii  Ij by
;ij (x)=_&1 \_(x)+_(b)&_(a)3 (i&j )+ , x # Ii ,
and mappings ;i (x): [a, b]  Ii by
;j (x)=;ij (x) for x # Ii .
Put for i=1, 2, 3,
fi (X )=/[a, b]"I i (x) _ f (;1(x))+f (;2(x))+f (;3(x))2 &f (;i (x))&
and
x for x # Ii ,
:i (x)={;j (x) for x # Ik ,;k (x) for x # Ij ,
where (i, j, k) is an arbitrary permutation of (1, 2, 3). Then it is clear that
f=f1+f2+f3 and each :i is a transformation of [a, b]. A straightforward
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calculation shows that each fi satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 with
:=:i , N=Ii , S1=Ij , S2=Ik . Q.E.D.
Now Lemma 4 combined with Lemma 3 implies
Lemma 5. Under the conditions of Lemma 4, given any essentially bounded
real function :(x) on X=[a, b], the symmetric operator M: on L2(X, d_)
can be represented as M:=6i=1 =iK
2
i with =i=\1, Ki are skew-symmetric
operators on L2(X, d_), i=1, 6.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. According to Lemma 1, A=: A: and each A:
can be identified with the operator M: of multiplication by the function
:(x)=x on an appropriate real L2-space L2([a, b], d_) with d_ a con-
tinuous or discrete measure on [a, b]. If d_ is continuous then A:=
6i=1 =iK
2
i by Lemma 5. If d_ is discrete then A: is a finite or infinite
diagonal matrix, so according to the conditions of the theorem we may
assume that dim H:>3. If dim H: is infinite or finite and divisible by 3,
then A: is a direct sum ; A$; where each A$; is a diagonal 3_3 matrix.
Since
diag[ p, q, r]=diag {p+q&r2 ,
p+q&r
2
, 0=
+{p+q+r2 , 0,
p&q+r
2 =+diag {0,
&p+q+r
2
,
&p+q+r
2 =
and
\u0
0
u+=&sgn u \
0
&- |u|
- |u|
0 +
2
,
each A$; is represented as 3i=1 =iK
2
i where Ki are skew-symmetric matrices.
If dim H: is finite but not a multiple of 3 then A:=B:+C: , where each
B: and C: can be considered as a matrix of order 3k, k=1, 2, 3, ... So in
the general case A:=6i=1 =i K
2
i if d_ is discrete. Now Lemma 2, implies
that A=12i=1 =iK
2
i . Q.E.D.
Now we shall extend the above theorem to Hilbert spaces over the skew
field Q of quaternions.
Theorem 3.2. Let HQ be a quaternionian Hilbert space, B(HQ) the
algebra of all bounded Q-linear operators on HQ . Then for any skew-adjoint
operator A # B(HQ) there exists 21 skew-adjoint operators K1 , K2 , ..., K21 #
B(HQ) such that A=21i=1 =iK
2
i where =i=\1.
Proof. First let dim HQ3 (dim means the dimension over Q). Then
HQ=H+iH+jH+kH
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where i, j, k are unit quaternions and H is a real Hilbert space with real
dimension 3. Therefore any self-adjoint operator A # B(HQ) can be
decomposed as
A=A0+iA1+jA2+kA3
where A0 , A1 , A2 , A3 # B(H ), A0 is symmetric, and A1 , A2 , A3 are skew-
symmetric. By Theorem 3.1 A0=12i=1 =i K
2
i with Ki skew-symmetric
operators from B(H). Further,
iA1=i1A1= 12 (i1+A1)
2&A21&(i1)
2
with (i1+A1), A1 , i1 skew-adjoint elements in B(HQ). Therefore
iA1+jA2+kA3 is a sum of nine squares of skew-adjoint operators with
coefficients \1, and hence A=21i=1 =iK
2
i .
If dim HQ=1, i.e., B(HQ)=Q, the assertion is trivial.
Finally, let dim HQ=2, i.e., B(HQ) coincides with the algebra M2(Q)
of quaternionian 2_2 matrices. Every self-adjoint matrix from M2(Q) is a
real linear combination of the following 6 matrices
\10
0
0+ , \
0
0
0
1+ , \
0
1
1
0+ , \
0
&i
i
0+ , \
0
&j
j
0+ , \
0
&k
k
0+ .
Each of these matrices is a sum of three squares of skew-adjoint matrices
with coefficients \1. For example,
\10
0
0+=&\
i
0
0
0+
2
,
\01
1
0+=\
i
0
0
0+
2
+\0i
i
0+
2
&\ii
i
0+
2
,
\ 0&i
i
0+=\
j
k
k
0+
2
&\ j0
0
0+
2
&\0k
k
0+
2
,
etc. Therefore any self-adjoint matrix from M2(Q) may be represented as
a sum of 18 squares of skew-adjoint matrices. Q.E.D.
Remark 1. It is clear that unlike Theorem 3.2 the assertion of Theorem
3.1 is not true for real Hilbert spaces of dimension 1 and 2.
Remark 2. Theorem 3.2 is trivial for complex Hilbert spaces. Indeed,
for any self-adjoint operator A on a complex Hilbert space, we have
A=A+&A& , where A+ , A&0. Therefore
A=&(i - A+)2+(i - A&)2.
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The above results show that the mentioned theorem of Baxter [7] is true
also for prime (but not simple, in general) algebras B(H), where H is a
real, complex, or quaternionian Hilbert space. But for general prime
algebras it is not true as the following example shows (this example was
suggested to the author by Martindale).
Example. Let R=R (x1 , x2 , ...) be a free noncommutative algebra
over R with generators x1 , x2 , ... . Define involution on R by putting
xi*=xi for generators xi , i=1, 2, ..., then extending it to whole R in the
standard way. We obtain a prime algebra with involution of the first kind.
By definition skew-symmetric elements of R must contain at least two
generators. Therefore, symmetric elements xi cannot be represented as
sums of squares of skew-symmetric elements from R.
We now turn to skew-symmetric operators on a real Hilbert space. If R
is a simple ring with involution, Herstein [17] asked whether every skew
element in R is a sum of commutators of skew elements. A negative answer
to this question was given by Lee [20]. Nevertheless, Herstein’s conjecture
is true for algebras B(H).
Theorem 3.3 [28]. Let H be a real Hilbert space, dim H3. Given any
skew-symmetric operator A # B(H) there are two skew-symmetric operators
B, C # B(H), such that A=[B, C].
Corollary 1. Each symmetric operator x # B(H) is of form
x=12i=1 \[x, y]
2 with xi , yi skew-symmetric operators from B(H), i=1, 12.
Corollary 2. Let HQ be a quaternionian Hilbert space. Then any
skew-adjoint A # B(HQ) is a finite sum of commutators [B, C] with
B, C-skew-adjoint operators from B(HQ).
Remark. For complex Hilbert spaces the picture is completely different.
In the finite-dimensional case the skew-adjoint operator i1 cannot be
represented as a sum of commutators (trace argument). In an infinite-
dimensional complex Hilbert space H a result of Halmos [12] (see also
[13, Problem 186]) implies that every skew-adjoint operator from B(H) is
a sum of four commutators of skew-adjoint operators from B(H) (cf.
Proposition 3.4 below).
For general real factors, a result similar to Theorem 3.3 is not known
(see Problem 4 in the next section), but we are able to prove a weaker
version of this result.
Proposition 3.4. Let R be a real factor. Then
Rk=[Rk , Rk]+[Rs , Rs ].
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Proof. Let M=R+iR be the enveloping (complex) von Neumann
algebra. Then M is a factor and its type coincides with type of R [4,
Theorem 2.2]. Consider two cases separetely: (i) R is finite, and (ii) R is
properly infinite.
(i) Let R be a finite real factor. By [4, Corollary 3.3] it possesses a
finite normal trace {: R  R. Extending { by linearity to whole M=R+iR
we obtain a finite normal trace {0 on M. Positivity of {0 implies that given
any x # Mk ; {0(&x)={0(x*)={0(x). In particular, if x # Rk , then {(&x)=
{(x), i.e. {0(x)={(x)=0 for all x # Rk . Now [11, Theorem 3.2] shows that
x is a sum of 10 commutators, i.e., x=10j=1 [aj , bj ], aj , bj # M. Since
M=R+iR we can express each aj , bj as aj=qj+irj , b=sj+itj , qj , rj ,
sj , tj # R, j=1, 10. Therefore
x= :
10
j=1
[qj+irj , sj+itj ]
= :
10
j=1
([qj , sj ]&[rj , tj ])+i :
10
j=1
([rj , sj ]+[qj } tj ]).
Since x # R and R & iR=[0], it follows that
x= :
10
j=1
([qj , sj ]&[rj , tj ])
i.e., x is a sum of 20 commutators of elements from R, i.e., Rk/[R, R].
(ii) Now let R be a properly infinite real factor. Then [4, Theorem
2.2] implies that M is also properly infinite and [32, Theorem 2] gives that
M=[M, M], i.e.,
R+iR=[R, R]+i[R, R].
Since R & iR=[0] it follows that R=[R, R], in particular, Rk/[R, R].
Thus in both cases Rk/[R, R]. Since R is the direct sum R=RsRk it
follows that
Rk/[Rs , Rs]+[Rk , Rk]+[Rs , Rk]+[Rk , Rs].
But [Rk , Rs]/Rs , [Rs , Rk]/Rs and Rs & Rk=[0]. Therefore
Rk=[Rk , Rk]+[Rs , Rs]. Q.E.D.
4. Lie Isomorphisms of Skew Elements in Real Factors
Now we are in a position to prove the following main result of our
paper.
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Theorem 4.1. Let R and S be real factors not of type I1 and I2 . Derived
Lie algebras [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk] are isomorphic if and only if R and S
are *-isomorphic.
The main idea of the proof consists of examining all conditions of
Theorem 2.4 and further investigation of its conclusions. To this aim some
preliminary propositions are needed which are of interest in their own
right.
Proposition 4.2. Let R be a real factor of type In (3n), II1 , or
_-finite type III. Then R coincides with [Rk , Rk], the associative subalgebra
generated by [Rk , Rk].
Proof. First let R be of type In (3n). Then it is isomorphic to the
algebra B(H) of all bounded linear operators on a real or quaternionian
Hilbert space H (see [14] or [5, Example 1.21)]. Therefore Theorems 3.1
and 3.2 imply that Rs/R k ; Theorem 3.3 and its Corollary 2 give that
Rk=[Rk , Rk] and hence R=RsRk=[Rk , Rk]. Now let R be a real
factor of type II1 or _-finite type III. Then R is an infinite-dimensional
simple algebra and [10] gives that Rs=[Rk , Rk] b [Rk , Rk]/[Rk , Rk].
Proposition 3.4 implies that
Rk/[Rk , Rk]+[Rs , Rs]/[Rk , Rk]+[[Rk , Rk], [Rk , Rk]]/[Rk , Rk].
Therefore R=RsRk/[Rk , Rk]. Q.E.D.
It should be noted that an alternative proof in the case of simple factors
follows also from the general theory of simple associative rings [18,
Theorems 2.13 and 2.15] (see also [21, Theorem D].
It looks like the above result should be true for arbitrary continuous real
factors, i.e., real factors of types II and III. But we can prove a weaker
version of this conjecture.
Proposition 4.3. Let R be a continuous real factor, BR its projection
lattice. Then any projection p # R is of form p=&[x, y]2 with x, y # Rk . In
particular, BR/[Rk , Rk].
Proof. Considering the algebra pRp, we may suppose without loss of
generality that p=1. By [1, Theorem 6.9] applied to the JW-algebra Rs ,
there exist four mutually orthogonal projections e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 # BR ,
e1+e2+e3+e4=1, any two of which are exchanged via symmetry in Rs ,
i.e.,
ei=si e1si , si # Rs , s2i =1, i=2, 3, 4.
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Put
x=s2 e1 e3&s3e1 s2 , y=e1s3+s2e1 s4&s3 e1&s4 e1s2 .
It is clear that x, y # Rk and in view of the orthogonality of projections
ei and the above relations we have
[x, y]=e1s2+s4e1 s3&s2 e1&s3e1s4
and
[x, y]2=&e1&e2&e3&e4=&1. Q.E.D.
Finally, we need the following result on lifting an isomorphism from
the projection lattice of JW-algebras to a Jordan isomorphism of whole
JW-algebras.
Proposition 4.4. Let A, B be a JW-algebras and BA and BB their
projection lattices respectively. Suppose that A does not have type I2 direct
summands. If BA and BB are isomorphic lattices then JW-algebras A and B
are isomorphic.
Proof. By spectral theorem for JW-algebras any lattice isomorphism %
between BA and BB has the unique extension to whole A, namely
a=| * de* W a$=| * d%e* # B
where [e*]/BA is the spectral family of projection for a # A (recall that
Jordan isomorphisms between JW-algebras are necessarily norm con-
tinuous). Theorefore we must prove that the map a  a$ is a Jordan
isomorphism between A and B. By definition this map is one-to-one and
preserves continuous functions of elements, in particular (a2)$=(a$)2.
Therefore we have to check only real linearity of the map a  a$.
Let f be an arbitrary normal state on the JW-algebra B (for details
we refer the reader to [14]). Put +(e)=f (%e), e # BA . Then + is a
probability measure on the lattice BA , i.e., +: BA  [0, 1], +(1)=1, and
+(v:e:)=: +(e:) for an arbitrary orthogonal family [e:] of projection
from BA . By the Gleason theorem for JW-algebras [3, Theorem 7.1; 6; 8]
any probability measure + on projections of a JW-algebra A without type
I2 direct summands can be uniquely extended to a normal state +0 on A by
+0(a)=| * d+(e*) for a=| * de* # A.
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Therefore
+0(a)=| * df (%e*)=f \| * d%e*+=f (a$),
i.e., the map a  f (a$) is a normal state on A. Hence for arbitrary a, b # A,
:, ; # R, we have in view of the linearity of f and +0:
f ((:a+;b)$)=+0(:a+;b)=:+0(a)+;+0(b)
=:f (a$)+;f (b$)=f (:a$+;b$).
Since f was an arbitrary normal state on B and every JW-algebra has a
separating family of normal states, this implies that (:a+;b)$=:a$+;b$,
i.e., the map a  a$ is linear, i.e., gives needed Jordan isomorphism between
A and B, extending the lattice isomorphism %. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let R and S be real factor except type I1 and I2 .
By Proposition 2.3 they are *-closed algebras over R with involution of the
first kind. We shall consider two cases separately:
1. R is of type I , II, or III;
2. R is of type In , 3n<.
Consider the first case. In this case R has infinite dimension and Proposi-
tion 4.3 implies that [Rk , Rk] is also infinite dimensional. Since [Sk , Sk]
is Lie isomorphic to [Rk , Rk] it follows that [Sk , Sk] and hence S are of
infinite dimension, i.e., S also satisfies the first condition. By [5, Proposi-
tion 2.11] a real factor is a PI-algebra if and only if it is of type In (n<).
Therefore neither R nor S is a PI-algebra over R. Considering the JW-
algebra Rs of type I , II, or III we can find three mutually orthogonal
nonzero projections e1 , e2 , e3 with e1+e2+e3=1 (in the case of type I
we shall choose each ei to be infinite). Therefore the conditions (a) and (b)
of Theorem 2.4 are fulfilled. Let us verify the condition (c): ei # M i, where
Mi=[Rk , Rk] & Ri, Ri=eiRei , i=1, 2, 3.
Indeed, if R is a continuous factor, then by applying Proposition 4.3 to
the continuous factor Ri and the projection ei we obtain
ei # [Rik , R
i
k]/[Rk , Rk] & R
i=M i.
If R has type I then we apply Proposition 4.2 to the type I factor Ri and
obtain ei # [Rik , R
i
k]=M
i.
Thus all conditions of Theorem 2.4 are verified and this theorem implies
that a given Lie isomorphism, say , between [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk] can
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be uniquely extended to a *-isomorphism , from W into S, where W is the
associative subalgebra in R generated by [Mi, Rij | i, j=1, 2, 3, i{j].
Since
R= :
3
i=1
Ri+ :
i{j
Rij
we have
[Rk , Rk]/ :
3
i=1
[Rik , R
i
k]+ :
i{j
R ij/ :
3
i=1
Mi+ :
i{j
Rij/W.
Therefore [Rk , Rk]/W, so , is uniquely extended to a *-isomorphism ,
from [Rk , Rk] into S. Moreover, it is clear that
,([Rk , Rk])/,([Rk , Rk])=[Sk , Sk].
By similar arguments applied to the Lie isomorphism &1: [Sk , Sk] 
[Rk , Rk] we obtain a *-isomorphism ,1 from [Sk , Sk] into [Rk , Rk]/R.
Now uniqueness of extensions implies that ,1=,&1, i.e., the associative
algebras [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk] are *-isomorphic. Proposition 4.2 (for
type I) and Proposition 4.3 (for types II and III ) imply that BR/
[Rk , Rk], BS/[Sk , Sk] and thus , induces a lattice isomorphism ,0
between projection lattices BR and BS . Proposition 4.4 implies that ,0 can
be uniquely extended to a Jordan isomorphism , between JW-algebras Rs
and Ss . Now from [5, Proposition 2.1] it follows that R and S are
*-isomorphic.
Now let us consider the case 2, i.e., R and hence S are type In real factors
(3n<). In this case R and S are algebras of n_n matrices over reals
R or quaternions Q, and by Theorem 3.3 and its corollary Rk=[Rk , Rk],
Sk=[Sk , Sk], i.e., Rk and Sk are isomorphic Lie algebras. Skew elements
of Mn(R) and Mn(Q) coincide with skew elements of the ‘‘classical’’ Lie
algebras B(n&1)2 (or D(n&1)2) and Cn respectively. Therefore if R and S are
not isomorphic then the CartanKilling classification of Lie subalgebras in
Mn(C) implies that Rk and Sk are not isomorphic as Lie algebras (see for
the details [24, Theorem 112]). Q.E.D.
Corollary. Let R and S be real factors not of type I1 or I2 . Then Lie
algebras Rk and Sk are isomorphic if and only if R and S are *-isomorphic.
This result confirms the conjecture 2.4 from [5].
Remark 1. As we have mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 4.1
cannot be generalized for arbitrary prime algebras. Indeed, let F(H) be the
*-algebra of all finite rank operators on a real Hilbert space H. Put
R=F(H)[*1, * # R], S=F(H)[*1, * # C]. Then it is not difficult to
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show that both R and S are prime *-algebras over R. The centre of R coin-
cides with [*1, * # R], while the centre of S coincides with [*1, * # C]; in
particular, R and S are not *-isomorphic. At the same time both [Rk , Rk]
and [Sk , Sk] coincide with [F(H)k , F(H)k]=F(H)k (this easily follows
from the Proof of Theorem 3.3), i.e., [Rk , Rk]=[Sk , Sk]. Therefore the
assertion of Theorem 4.1 is not true for real (operator) algebras R and S.
Remark 2. The hypothesis that R and S are not of type I1 and I2
is indispensable. Indeed, if R=M3(R), S=Q, then R and S are not
*-isomorphic, but Lie algebras Rk and Sk are isomorphic because they
coincide with skew elements of ‘‘classical’’ Lie algebras B1 and C1 , which
are known to be isomorphic. Another example is given by R=M5(R) and
S=M2(Q) which are not isomorphic real factors, but Rk and Sk coincide
with skew parts of isomorphic Lie algebras B2 and C2 respectively and
hence Rk and Sk are isomorphic. Note that in these examples S has types
I1 and I2 respectively. Note also that [Rk , Rk]=Rk , [Sk , Sk]=Sk by
Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 2.
Remark 3. Arguments used in the Proof of Theorem 4.1 do not imply
that a *-isomorphism between R and S is an extension of given Lie
isomorphism  between [Rk , Rk] and [Sk , Sk] or of the isomorphism
between associative algebras ,: [Rk , Rk]  [Sk , Sk], thouth it seems very
plausible. This is true if R (and therefore S, in view of Theorem 4.1) has
type In (3n), II1 , or _-finite type III, because in these cases Proposi-
tion 4.2 gives that R=[Rk , Rk], S=[Sk , Sk] (cf. [4, Theorem 2.6]). In
this connection the following problems, generalizing results of Section 3,
look attractive.
Open Problems. Let R be a real factor except types I1 and I2 .
0.P.1. Prove that R=[Rk , Rk].
0.P.2. Prove that Rs/R k , or even Rs/[Rk , Rk].
0.P.3. Prove that every symmetric element in R can be written as a
sum of squares of skew-symmetric elements of R with coefficients \1.
0.P.4. Prove that Rk=[Rk , Rk] (analogue of Herstein’s problem, cf.
Proposition 3.4).
Note. Solution of problems 0.P.1.0.P.4. will be given in a paper by
Sh. A. Ayupov and N. A. Azamov, ‘‘Commutators and Lie isomorphisms
of skew elements in prime operator algebras,’’ to appear in Comm. Algebra.
We conclude the paper with an application of Theorem 4.1 to the
classification problem of special Lie algebras generated by *-anti-auto-
morphisms of order 2 of complex von Neumann algebras, which gives a
solution of the problem raised in [5, Conjecture 3.3].
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Let M be a (complex) von Neumann algebra and : an involution
(*-antiautomorphism of order 2) on M. The spectral subspace M:(&1)=
[x # M: :(x)=&x] is a complex Lie *-algebra with respect to the Lie
product [x, y]. Such Lie algebras were considered in [5, 11, 15, 16, 26],
where the isomorphism problem was solved in particular cases. Now
Theorem 4.1, similarly to [5], implies a solution for general factors.
Theorem 4.5. Let M be an arbitrary factor and : and ; be involutions
on M. Lie algebras M:(&1) and M;(&1) are isomorphic as complex Lie
*-algebras, if and only if : and ; are conjugate.
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